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Matt Drake and the SPEAR team return. In Egypt, close to the Giza Pyramids, a newly discovered

pharaohâ€™s tomb is about to be opened to the public, setting in play a deadly, adrenaline-charged

archaeological quest to find an ancient doomsday weapon.Matt Drake and the team return amidst

mounting danger, disavowed by America and now hunted by Luther: Americaâ€™s most lethal,

old-school asset, a man saved only for the most extreme missions. Dodging death, dealing with

calamity, they pull together as only the SPEAR team can to solve the seven seals curse and prove

their innocence to the President of the United States.FrameHubâ€”a toxic mix of the worldâ€™s most

potent cyber-criminalsâ€”form an alliance and pit three countries against each other, holding them to

ransom; the losers to be hit in terrible, spectacular fashion by virtual warfare, their infrastructures

shattered.Forced to work on their own, Matt Drake and his team must rely on their

extraordinaryâ€”and expertâ€”set of skills to survive the scorching sands of Egypt; battles in the

Valley of the Kings, at Luxor, Thebes and Giza; and the most severe and excessive arena combat

theyâ€™ve ever witnessed, to prevent the doomsday weapon falling into the nightmarish hands of

rogue nations, terrorists and worse.Bit by bit, they begin to understand that there is a deeper, more

insidious power at work behind their disavowing; a power that runs deep inside America and its

highest levels of government that has also burned dozens of other Special Forces teams, a power

determined to gather all the weapons of the gods together for one final strike.
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Another Drake and his motley crew adventure! The return of Karin Blake, are her intentions true?

The terrifying Luther, is he really as bad as they had heard or possibly worse? Will Dahl and Kensie

finally bump uglies? Will the disavowed finally be righted? As usual you have a fast paced book!

One I couldn't put down! I was afraid the story line was coming to an end, I couldn't be more wrong!

Feb 2018 can't get here soon enough! If you have been a fan of the previous Matt Drake books, this

one will not disappoint!

Great read. As always David's books are great. Matt Drake once again leads the team into harms

way with a few more twists than usual. You can't go wrong with this re

Keep the stories coming. If you like James Rollins, you should like this. A few typos, but nothing

major. Can't wait for the next one.

Having read all the Matt Drake series this one was a bit of a disappointment. Some of the fight

sequences got too dramatic and lacked reality.The social interactions are becoming just plain

boring. However I did enjoy the book and look forward to the next one.

Love it.

The Seven Seals of Egypt does not disappoint! Full of twists & turns, it was hard to put down. Can't

wait for the next one!

As usual Mr. Ledbetter has written another great book! Action, good characters, good story line, all

building into a good book that you can't put down till you reach the end. Now, we have to wait for the

next adventure! I highly recommend this author! Thank-you Mr. Ledbetter again for a enjoyable

adventure!

This book really kept you on your toes and wanting to keep reading it because you wanted to find



out what was going to happen next. The history of Egypt always has interesting ways coming to light

in these types of stories. I will be curious to see what happens with this team next. I was glad to see

Karin Blake come back into the story. I also hope Dahl gets back with his family. Keep up the good

storytelling as I really enjoy your books.
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